Life is Learning
OLLI AT OU SPRING / SUMMER 2020

THE BERNARD OSHER FOUNDATION
The Bernard Osher Foundation seeks to improve quality of life through the
support of lifelong learning institutes such as the one here at the University of
Oklahoma. Founded in 1977 by Bernard Osher, the Bernard Osher Foundation
has funded more than 100 Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes on college and
university campuses all over the United States. Continued support from the
Bernard Osher Foundation is contingent upon membership, so membership
matters. To learn more about the Bernard Osher Foundation, visit
osherfoundation.org.

THE GOAL OF OLLI AT THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
The Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the University of Oklahoma
is dedicated to promoting lifelong learning and personal growth of
older adults through a variety of noncredit courses. Our courses
range from one-time offerings such as “Mornings with the Professor”
to longer, more specific courses like “Senior Seminars.”

OLLI at OU serves those individuals age 50+ who are curious about
unique subjects and who love to learn. Our goal is to create an
innovative learning environment that fosters learning through
socialization of members and classroom discussion.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OLLI, CONTACT US AT:
(405) 325-3488 | PACS.OU.EDU/OLLI

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

WANT TO VOLUNTEER AT OLLI AT OU?

OLLI at OU has met the initial 500-member goal established by the Bernard

If you are interested in becoming an OLLI at OU volunteer and assisting in

Osher Foundation. We must continue to have a robust membership in order to

coordinating OLLI courses from time to time, please contact the OLLI at OU

offer as many quality programs as possible.

office at (405) 325-3488.

OLLI courses are open to anyone age 50+. Membership in OLLI is required

OPPORTUNITIES TO GIVE

to enroll in courses. Our members enjoy the following benefits:

Gifts to the OLLI at OU scholarship fund are welcome. Give now so everyone

• The satisfaction of supporting OLLI at OU while enjoying engaging courses

50+ has the opportunity to engage in lifelong learning. If you would like to

from some of the university’s most interesting faculty

contribute or learn more, call (405) 325-3488.

• Being part of a social network that allows members to interact with peers
of a similar age and background

GIFT CERTIFICATES

• An invitation to a literary festival each semester sponsored by World

OLLI at OU membership or course enrollment gift certificates are wonderful

Literature Today magazine. The festival hosts events such as talks

presents for family and friends. To learn more about gift certificates,

by a visiting writer, panel discussions, theatre performances, musical

call (405) 325-3488.

performances and more.
• Invitations to programs, public lectures and forums with OU’s Carl
Albert Congressional Research and Studies Center
• A parking tag used to attend OLLI at OU courses
• An OLLI at OU ID card that allows you access to all OLLI programs. It can
also be used at Bizzell Memorial Library on campus.

OLLI AT OU ON FACEBOOK
“Like” OLLI at Facebook.com/OlliatOU. We post upcoming courses and special
announcements that our members will find interesting.
THE ERNA JONA MACDONNELL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
The Erna Jona MacDonnell Scholarship Fund

WHERE IS OLLI AT OU LOCATED?

has been established to provide OLLI at OU

Most OLLI at OU courses are held in the OCCE Forum Building, located at 1704

memberships to age 50+ learners so that they

Asp Ave. on the OU campus. We do have a few courses that are held on the

may enroll in OLLI at OU courses. The scholarship

main campus in Norman. OLLI courses also are held on OU’s Health Sciences

is need-based and awards are decided by

Center campus.

committee. Those interested in applying for the
scholarship should contact the OLLI at OU offices

The OLLI at OU administrative offices are located in the Boomer Outreach

at (405) 325-3488 or celliott@ou.edu.

Building, located at 300 Kellogg Ave. Parking is available in front of the building
or in the parking lot just east of the building.

Erna embraced OLLI courses because they could increase the breadth and
depth of her knowledge. No matter what someone’s life experiences or

PARKING DURING OLLI COURSES

education might be, OLLI courses allow members to deepen their knowledge

A parking hang tag is required to park in any multi-purpose parking lot.

of a familiar subject or explore an unfamiliar one.

A tag is included with your membership. If you are attending an OLLI course
in the OCCE Forum Building, please park in the lot on the southeast side of
the building.
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SENIOR SEMINARS | NORMAN

T

SENIOR SEMINARS | NORMAN
ART HISTORY

he closest thing to traditional courses, Senior Seminars are as varied
as their participants. These courses offer something for everyone.

Romanticism | $45
Allison Palmer, School of Visual Arts

Running four to six weeks in length, each session is educational, fun

and inspiring. These noncredit courses offer adult learners an opportunity
to gain insight into a specific topic and discuss their life experiences with
other participants of a similar age. Meeting for about two hours at a time,

Tuesdays and Thursdays | June 16–25
10–11:30 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman
Room C-2

the courses are a great way for adults to get out and become involved.
The sessions are enriching and enjoyable and are led by some of OU’s top
professors. Also, there are no exams or papers!

At the end of the 18th century, a philosophical
shift occurred in Europe that formed the basis for the era called Romanticism.
Romanticism grew out of the lingering effects of the French Revolution and
was based on the observation that straightforward or uniform responses are

ART

simply not possible given the great diversity of ideas that are often in conflict.
Romantic art began in the studios of Neoclassical artists such as Jacques-Louis

Beginning Drawing | $45

David, exemplified in the paintings of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, Anne-

Kylie Anderson

Louis Girodet-Trioson and Antoine-Jean Gros. The style soon spread to England,
Germany and into Scandinavia. Human emotion, with its fullest range and

Thursdays | Feb. 6–March 26* | 10 a.m.–Noon

depth, was an important subject, as were exotic scenes and dramatic historical

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

narratives that revealed a great variety of human experience.

Room C-2
*Class will not meet February 20 or March 19
Masterpieces of Impressionist Painting | $45
This course will introduce students to traditional

Victor Youritzin, Art History

drawing media and the fundamentals of the drawing process. Our first
project, a simple still life, will cover proportion measuring techniques and

Wednesdays | April 1–22 | 11:30 a.m.–1 p.m.

shading to create a sense of form. Students will experiment with the layering

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

of vine and compressed charcoal. During the second project, an organic

Room B-6

still life, students will work with ink washes and use ink to create a range
of textures. We will finish off the class with a portrait assignment, in which

Join OU Art History Professor Emeritus Victor

students will study the structure of the human face and practice using a

Youritzin in an enriching course to explore

grid to accurately draw from a photograph. The skills taught in this course

“Masterpieces of Impressionist and Post-Impressionist Painting.” He will discuss

will provide students with the foundation to tackle any drawing project that

such artists as Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, Seurat, Cézanne, Van Gogh,

interests them in the future.

Gauguin and Toulouse-Lautrec, among others. Professor Youritzin will combine
fast-paced lectures and hundreds of slides to help you increase your ability to

The supplies list will be provided to those registered for the course.
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ART HISTORY

FILM
Broadway Musicals from the Movies | $45
Marvin Beck
Wednesdays | Feb. 5–March 11 | 9 a.m.–Noon
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman
Room C-2
This seminar is adjunct to the series of seminars
– Broadway: American Musical Theatre, which
featured hundreds of video clips that supported the historical content. Here
is the opportunity to watch and discuss the key complete film productions
that were specifically originally written for movies before becoming (hit?)
Broadway shows. This six-week seminar will discuss and feature:
State Fair (1945). Original music and lyrics by Rodgers and Hammerstein. The

Sculpture in Modern and Contemporary Art | $45
Susan Havens Caldwell, School of Visual Arts; David Ross Boyd, Art History

film stars Jeanne Craine, Dana Andrews, Dick Haymes and Vivian Blaine.
The Harvey Girls (1946). MGM film stars Judy Garland and features John
Hodiak, Ray Bolger and Angela Lansbury.

Tuesdays | Feb. 4–March 10 | 1–3 p.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-1

The Toast of New Orleans (1950). MGM musical film stars Mario Lanza, Kathryn
Grayson, David Niven, J. Carrol Naish, James Mitchell and Rita Moreno. [Maybe

In the late 19th century, in order to bring vitality to their forms, sculptors

not a great musical but just hearing Lanza sing makes it worth seeing.]

abandoned Classical traditions of figural sculpture, which they considered
tired and over-done. Looking for new forms and techniques, they began

Royal Wedding (1951). MGM musical starring Fred Astaire and Jane Powell,

to embrace non-Western sculptural traditions, as well as new materials

with music by Burton Lane and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner. The film was directed

and techniques, in order to bring new vitality to sculpture. We will sample

by Stanley Donen.

the amazing variety of three-dimensional works — the carved monoliths
of Moore and Arp, constructed works of Cubists like Picasso, Futurists like
Boccioni, Constructivist works by Tatlin, kinetic works like those of Calder,
welded steel works like those of David Smith, Minimal works like Donald
Judd’s, earth works as by Robert Smithson and Nancy Holt, architectural
works by Alice Aycock, Happenings by Pop artist Oldenburg to the mixed
media performances of Laurie Anderson — and much more.

Cinderella (1957). Musical written for television; music and lyrics by Rodgers
and Hammerstein; starring a very young Julie Andrews.
Victor/Victoria (1982). British-American musical comedy film directed by Blake
Edwards; starring Julie Andrews, James Garner, Robert Preston, Lesley Ann
Warren, Alex Karras and John Rhys-Davies.
The seminars are scheduled to possibly be three hours to allow for time for
in-depth discussion and interesting background material.
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FILM

HEALTH
Exploring Contemplative Practices | $45
Anita Mann
Tuesdays | March 24–April 14
11 a.m.–12:30 p.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman
Room A-3
Discover how a contemplative practice might
enrich your life. This class will explore contemplative practices represented
in The Tree of Contemplative Practices, created from research findings of The
Center for Contemplative Mind in Society. The tree’s principles are grounded
in awareness, communication and connection, and the categories of practice
include stillness, movement, creative, generative, active, relational and ritual.
The class will study aspects of yoga, meditation, walking and council circles,
as well as loving-kindness meditation, inspirational reading, writing and
storytelling.

Food for Thought: Writing Autobiographical
Narratives You Can Taste | $45
Ashley Beardsley
The Screen Passion of Arthur Penn | $45
Betty Robbins

Mondays | Feb. 3–March 2 | 3–4:30 p.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Mondays | Feb. 3–March 9 | 1–4 p.m.

Room A-1

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room C-2
Think about your favorite food. Does it transport
If you’re a serious film viewer, ya gotta love Arthur Penn. This course will

you to a particular time and place? Food nourishes us, but it can also connect

screen six of Penn’s films, beginning with his debut film starring Paul

us with others through shared meals, stories and recipes. In this class,

Newman, The Left-Handed Gun in 1958, to his later films, ending with The

students will use food to tell stories and write autobiographical narratives,

Missouri Breaks in 1976 featuring Brando and Jack Nicholson. After Breaks,

exploring how dishes from childhood influence tastes and develop sensory

Penn seems to have lost his passion. At the peak of his filmmaking power,

details that connect moments in life to food. We’ll read a variety of food

however, Penn was one of the most exciting and unpredictable directors in

writing and cookbook samples to inspire autobiographical food narratives.

the United States. In addition to the films listed above, the course will screen

Each week, we’ll contribute a piece of food writing to the class collection and

Alice’s Restaurant, Bonnie and Clyde, Night Moves and Little Big Man, which he

read about memory to unpack how food becomes part of our identities.

considered the only authentic film he could make on the holocaust.
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HEALTH

HISTORY

One Side Saw a Forest, but No Trees.

Abraham’s Heirs: Medieval

The Other Side Saw Trees and No Forest | $45

Jewish-Christian Relations | $45

Dr. Gale Llewellyn Hobson

Jacob Lackner

Tuesdays | Feb. 4–25 | 1–2:30 p.m.

Fridays | Feb. 7–March 6* | 1–2:30 p.m.

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Room A-2

Room C-2
*Class will not meet Feb. 21.

Why do most of us only want to talk to people
with whom we already agree? Please think about the following. There

The purpose of this course is to introduce the major defining elements in

are hundreds of news outlets, cable and otherwise, blogs, social media

Christian-Jewish relations in the Middle Ages. While anti-Jewish violence and

sites, texting, emails, iPhones in every pocket and many other methods of

persecution were part of this relationship and will be addressed, much of

communication that do not require the active interaction of something we

this course also addresses the more mutual and peaceful relationships that

used to call a “conversation.” How often do you see a family having dinner in

existed for much of the Middle Ages.

a local restaurant, spending the entire time either eating or gazing at their
smartphones, exchanging thoughts with friends or acquaintances hundreds
or even thousands of miles away while not sharing a single syllable with

American Civil War We Ought to

anyone else at their own table?

Remember | $45
Lance Janda

Even talking heads on TV often spend most of their precious time on air
simply interrupting their guests, driving home their own already strongly held

Fridays | March 27–May 8 | 9–10:30 a.m.

views, which means they learn nothing new, nor do their audiences. However,

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

as Robert Putnam made clear in his landmark book titled Bowling Alone, we

Room C-2

seem to only want to listen or talk to those with whom we already agree. CNN

*Class will not meet April 10

for me, Fox for you. Never shall the two meet.
At a time when our country continues to struggle with racism and the legacy of
Please join Dr. Gale Llewellyn Hobson, a fifth-generation Oklahoman with

slavery, with the notion of states’ rights and federalism, and with the question

over 40 years of experience as a psychologist, listening to the fears, hopes,

of what ought to be celebrated in public spaces, the American Civil War remains

dreams and doubts of thousands of her fellow citizens for this class. Times

as relevant as ever. What does it mean to be an American? Where is the line

are perilous for young folks, seniors and those in between, not to mention the

between state and federal powers? How do we determine which historical

issues with the leadership of our nation. President Donald J. Trump faces an

facts are immortalized in textbooks and government buildings, and who makes

impeachment inquiry for only the fourth time in our nation’s 270-year history.

those decisions? All of these questions and more will be considered in this short
course on the Civil War. We’ll concentrate on the historical background to the

12

This session will be about finding common ground and using common sense

conflict, the causes of the war, the enormous changes the war wrought in social,

during very uncommon times in our country. By listening, learning and sharing,

economic and governmental affairs, and the experiences of soldiers and civilians

under the gentle and experienced leadership of our learned friend Dr. Hobson,

caught in the maelstrom. We’ll conclude with a discussion of the consequences

we believe this course will turn out to be uncommonly good!

of the war, and the ways in which they loom large in our country even today.
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Cruising the Rivers and Canals of Europe | $45
J. Thomas Pento
Thursdays | Feb. 6–27 | 10–11:30 a.m.
Sam Noble Museum | 2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman | Kerr Auditorium
My wife, Maureen, and I have taken a number of cruises over the years,
and we have had numerous ocean-cruising experiences. However, we have
The Breakup of Yugoslavia and Shaping the New Europe | $45

often enjoyed inland European river and canal cruises more than the ocean

Andrew Horton, Ph.D., Film and Media Studies; Rozmeri Basic, Ph.D., Art History

cruises for several reasons. The first aspect of the river cruises that we really
enjoy is that you are on a much smaller vessel, usually holding from 20 to

Wednesdays | Jan. 29–March 4 | 1–3:30 p.m.

150 passengers so you can become acquainted with most, if not all, of your

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Avenue, Norman Room A-2

cruising companions. Further, you stop each day at a small picturesque town
or mid-sized city along the river and, importantly, a bus follows the ship along

The country of Yugoslavia was known as the little “America” during the reign

the entire route! Thus, when you stop at your new port each morning and

of Josip Broz Tito (1892-1980). After his death, the utopian existence of this

have breakfast, the bus is waiting outside to take you on a tour of all of the

non-aligned country became a battlefield of different economic interests

cathedrals, palaces and points of interest within a 20-30 mile radius of your

and political influences. Unfortunately, it became obvious that the civil war

port of call — and there is usually NO additional excursion fee for this service!

and Tito’s parole of unity and brotherly love became obsolete. In order to

14

shape this new and more balanced Europe, Yugoslavia embarked into civil

After you return to the vessel in the early afternoon, you can do some

war and initiated international military interventions to stop multi-ethnic

sightseeing and shopping around the town at which your ship has docked.

genocides. The process is not over yet, and it seems that there is no end

After dinner, you have shipboard or local entertainment, and it’s off to the

in near future. To shape new order, the European Union continues to be

next port of call. River cruises are available on almost all of the significant

selective and biased, especially in its relationship with former countries of

European rivers and a number of the larger canals. The river cruises give you

Eastern Europe and Yugoslavia (Serbia, Bosnia, Macedonia, Montenegro and

a much better feel of European life and culture than cruises that only stop at

the province of Kosovo).

the large cities.
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The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse:

History of Great Britain: From Prehistoric

Famine, Plague, War and Death in

Times Through 1066 AD | $45

14th-Century Europe | $45

Kenneth Johnson, Oklahoma Geological Survey

Jacob Lackner
Thursdays | April 16–May 7 | 10–11:30 a.m.
Fridays | May 1–22 | 1–2:30 p.m.

Sam Noble Museum

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman

Room C-2

Kerr Auditorium

Things were so bad in 14th-century Europe that many people thought

Explore the fascinating history of Great Britain, from the beginnings of

the apocalypse was imminent. In the Book of Revelation, John of Patmos

human settlement until the Battle of Hastings in 1066. Four sessions deal

discusses four figures riding horses who represent various disasters that

with: 1) Prehistoric Britain — the Great Ice Age and prehistoric remains, such

have to occur at the end of times. Fourteenth-century Europeans saw these

as Stonehenge and Skara Brae, and later occupation by Celtic tribes from

horsemen in the events of the century, which include the Great Famine (1315

continental Europe; 2) Roman Britain — invasion, construction of Hadrian’s Wall

–1317), the first waves of the black death (1346-1353), and the Hundred Years

and other major activities, and conflict with the Celts; 3) Anglo-Saxon Britain

War (1337-1453). The chaos and upheaval created by these events would

— invasion/settlement after the Roman Legions leave in 410 AD, King Arthur(?)

reshape Europe, in many ways bringing an end to the medieval period. This

and other notables, “Sutton Hoo” archaeological site, and the beginnings of

course will discuss these events and the impact they had on society.

British culture; and 4) Viking Britain — raids and settlements, such as Jorvik
(Viking-age York), that led to partition of the island and separation of “The
Danelaw” from the rest of Britain. The story ends with the invasion of Britain by

History of China and Its Place in the World | $45

William the Conqueror. This program is updated from one given at OLLI in 2015.

Paul Bell Jr.
Thursdays | Jan. 30–March 12 | 9:30–11:30 a.m.

Holy War: History of the Crusades | $45

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Jacob Lackner

Room A-2
*Class will not meet February 20

Thursdays | April 2–30* | 1–2:30 p.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

The course will provide students with an

Room C-2

introduction to China’s history and culture; China’s historic and contemporary

*Class will not meet April 23.

place in the world; and U.S.-China relations. The general division of topics is:
• Chinese culture and its effects on how Chinese think and communicate

This course will examine the medieval crusading

• The lessons learned from 5,000 years of Chinese history

movement, which began in 1096 as a European Christian attempt to capture

• China’s place in the world from the first century BCE to the present

the city of Jerusalem and its surroundings from Muslims and ended in 1291

• The history and current state of U.S.-China relations

with the capture of the last European stronghold in the Levant. We will
discuss the way the Crusades impacted medieval European society, as well as
the major battles and turning points of the Crusades.
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Marie-Antoinette, Headstrong or

Modern Middle East | $45

Headless? | $45

Daniel Snell, History

Dane McDowell
Tuesdays | Feb. 25–April 7* | 2–4 p.m.
Mondays | Feb. 3–March 9 | 10 a.m.–Noon

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Room C-2

Room C-2

*Class will not meet March 17.

Who was really the doomed queen of France?

The Modern Middle East includes the countries

How did the once-beloved youngest daughter of the Empress of Austria,

of Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq and Iran. Known today for its oil,

Maria-Theresa, who married the heir to the French throne when she was not

it has long been a crossroads of cultures. We will look at its history from 1500

quite 15, became the most hated woman in the kingdom? A symbol for the

CE to the present.

wanton extravagance of the 18th-century monarchy, she was stripped of
her riches, imprisoned and beheaded by her own subjects during the French
Revolution. Victim or treatress? That is what this class will explore during six

LITER ATURE

weeks with the help of great films, books and documents. Reading highly
recommended to enjoy the course: Marie-Antoinette by Stephan Zweig.

The Hero’s Underworld Journey | $45
Ralph Doty, Classics and Letters

Films featured:
• Marie-Antoinette directed by W.S. Van Dyke (1938)

Wednesdays | Feb. 19, March 25, April 15, May 20

• Marie-Antoinette directed by Sofia Coppola (2006)

9–10:30 a.m.

• Marie-Antoinette directed by David Grubin (2006)

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

• Farewell My Queen directed by Benoit Jacquot (2012)

Room A-2
What is the inside of your mind like? Ever since

Medieval Western Christianity: Its History

ancient times, people have told stories of a hero who descends into the

and Practices | $45

Underworld — symbolizing the unconscious mind — to discover his identity

Jacob Lackner

and destiny. The first lecture will deal with this theme’s origins in classical
antiquity. In the succeeding weeks, we will read and discuss some medieval

Fridays | March 13–April 10* | 1–2:30 p.m.

and modern variations on the theme: Dante’s Inferno, Raymond Chandler’s

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

The Big Sleep, and Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man.

Room C-2
*Class will not meet March 20.
This course examines the birth of Christianity and the various practices that
developed in medieval Europe. Topics addressed include the worship of
saints, sacraments, pilgrimage, and art and architecture.
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LITER ATURE
OLLI Discussion Group | $0

MUSIC
Hip Hop for Baby Boomers | $45
Catherine John

Wednesdays | Feb. 5–May 27* | 10–11:30 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Thursdays | April 30–May 21 | 10 a.m.–Noon

Room B-5

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

*Class will not meet March 18.

Room C-2

The discussion group will meet weekly on

The instructor frequently teaches a course in the

Wednesday mornings for OLLI members who

English department called “Hip Hop as Poetry,

would like to share their ideas, feelings and concerns about what’s going on

Literature and Cultural Express.” This class, “Hip Hop for Baby Boomers,” will

in our world. The purpose is fellowship and learning together through sharing

be aimed at giving enrollees a basic introduction to the material and helping

concerns and ideas while responding to others’ initiation of other ideas.

them to understand the music that has become a big part of the lives of many

This is not your typical OLLI course led by a faculty member. YOU become

people who might be the ages of their children and granD.C.hildren. The

the leaders and decide what to talk about. The course will be led by one of

class will listen to music, watch documentaries, analyze songs, and read and

Norman’s greatest conversationalists. Come grab a cup of coffee and settle

discuss a few essays.

in for stimulating conversation. Other than OLLI membership, there is no
cost to attend this course. The sessions are limited to 21 OLLI members and
registration is required to attend.

Piano for Beginners | $45
Hayden Coie

Mystery Makers | $45

Mondays and Thursdays | June 1–July 16*

Almira Grammer

1–2 p.m.
Catlett Music Center | 500 West Boyd, Norman

Fridays | Feb. 14, March 13, April 10, May 8

Room 009

10 a.m.–Noon

*Class will not meet June 29 or July 2.

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman
Room A-2/4

Have you always wanted to play the piano? Join Piano for Beginners and
fulfill your dream of playing the piano! This course will feature hands-on

There’s nothing better than reading a good

playing experience in OU’s state-of-the-art electronic piano lab. Designed for

mystery, especially when the lightning is flashing, the thunder is rolling and

students with little or no musical experience, Piano for Beginners introduces

the wind is rattling the windowpanes. In Mystery Makers, we will read and

the basics of piano, including learning repertoire pieces and reading music.

discuss four British crime novels full of manor houses, quaint villages, quirky

In-class activities include brief lectures, collaborative learning activities and

characters and charismatic inspectors. However, beneath this bucolic façade

individual practice tasks. It is recommended that students have access to a

lurks danger and deception. We will also discuss the evolution of the crime

piano or 88-key keyboard to practice the concepts learned in class at home.

novel — who writes it, who reads it and why. So, sharpen your sleuthing skills

Join us for a fun and engaging course on learning to play the piano!

and your powers of deduction and join us in solving a murder so foul.
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POLITICS

POLITICS
However, just like the unsinkable luxury liner Titanic, Secretary of State
Clinton got sunk and our world has certainly been a wild and wooly place ever
since. Enemies have become friends and friends enemies. A tweet by Trump
on a Tuesday can be contradicted on Wednesday, or earlier, and no one
blushes, least of all the President. Little Rocket Man is now in a love affair with
the Trumpster, while master manipulator Vladimir Putin jokes, or not, that
Russia will be manipulating our elections again in 2020.
Trade sanctions are imposed — willy nilly — and subpoenas are more
plentiful in D.C. than lobbyists, but not as fun or helpful. This year, the
Democrats have more than 15 candidates for president. The Republicans
offer only one real one, just the opposite of four years ago, and of course
records will be smashed for campaign money given, raised and spent.
Some of it will be green; most of it dark. Oh, and then there is the issue of
impeachment.
So, with all of that in mind, three upcoming seminars are offered for your
consideration.
1) Spring OLLI course. The Iowa Democratic caucus Feb. 3 to Super Tuesday
March 3.
2) Summer OLLI course. Later caucuses through the party conventions —
Democrats in Milwaukee, Wisconsin July 13-16 and Republicans in Charlotte,

The 2020 Elections in Our Painfully Divided U.S. of A. | $45

North Carolina Aug. 13-16.

Cal Hobson
3) Fall OLLI course. A sprint to the finish on election night, Nov. 3, 2020.
Mondays | Jan. 27–Feb. 17 | 1–3:30 p.m.
Sam Noble Museum | 2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman | Kerr Auditorium

Along with Cal Hobson’s frequently biased commentary, the class will have
a plethora of speakers, videos and handouts that will reflect the diversity,

It seems only yesterday that Cal Hobson had the opportunity to lead an OLLI

opinions and priorities of the two major parties and, as time allows, also mix

class concerning the 2016 presidential elections. As many will remember,

in a dash of third-party thoughts.

the smart money, not to mention pollsters, pundits, politicians and much
of the public, seemed confident that America would elect its first female

Ready or not, want to or not, here comes the most important presidential

commander-in-chief, Hillary Clinton. It was expected she would handily

election in our nation’s history….or maybe not!

dispatch real estate developer, game show host and multi-billionaire Donald
Trump.
22
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OLLI SPRING 2020 REGISTRATION FORM

POLITICS
Name:
Address:
City:

			State:

		ZIP:

Telephone:
Email:
Humanitarian Crisis in International Affairs | $45
Nathan Kelly, Political Science

I prefer to receive my course confirmations by:
Email		

Standard Mail

Thursdays | May 14–June 4 | 1:30–2:30 p.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room C-2
PAYMENT
While the international community writ large has seemingly agreed on the
need to halt or prevent gross human rights violations and humanitarian
crises, the practice of humanitarian intervention by international actors is
the exception rather than the rule. This course examines the inconsistent
responses by the international community to humanitarian crisis throughout
history. At its core, humanitarian intervention is a coercive practice of

Check*

Visa

Mastercard

American Express

Credit card number:				

Discover

Exp:

Class Cost Total:

interference in the domestic affairs of a foreign country in response to
humanitarian crisis. Recent studies on the practice of intervention on behalf

*Make checks payable to the University of Oklahoma.

of these threatened peoples tend to center around a few central themes this
course will cover: the ethical and legal frameworks of intervention, successful

Accommodations are available by contacting

strategic decisions and operational logistics of intervening actors, and the

Chris Elliott with OLLI at (405) 325-3488

practices within and impacts of international institutions on humanitarian

as soon as possible.

operations and human rights in general.
All fees are due at the time of registration.

24

The primary goal of this course is to provide a broad picture of the historical,

We cannot accept payment for registrations

legal and practical foundations of contemporary intervention practices in

at the OLLI at OU office. Registrations are

response to humanitarian crisis. We will look at cases of humanitarian crisis

based on a first-come basis. 100% of the

where no interventions occurred to cases where intervention practices

course fee will be refunded if enrollment

continue to this day. This course will present the key features of the complex

is canceled at least seven days before the

environment of humanitarian crisis while honing in on the causes and

program start date. After that date, no refunds

consequences of humanitarian intervention.

will be granted.

PACS.OU.EDU/OLLI

(405) 325-3488

Please send
registration form to:
University of Oklahoma
Extended Campus
1700 Asp Ave., Room B-1,
Norman, OK 73072
Registration and Records:
(405) 325-2379
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OLLI MEMBERSHIP 2020

OLLI SENIOR SEMINARS 2020

YES! Sign me up to be a member of OLLI!

Modern Middle East ........................................................ $45 per person

Cost is $45 and is valid July 1 to June 30 of the following year. Membership

Mystery Makers ............................................................... $45 per person

is required to attend courses. PIF 523-4808-2001

OLLI Discussion Group ..................................................... $0 per person
One Side Saw a Forest, but No Trees.

Already a member!

The Other Side Saw Trees and No Forest..................... $45 per person
Piano for Beginners ......................................................... $45 per person

YES! Sign me up for the following courses:
SENIOR SEMINARS | NORMAN: COST PER COURSE IS $45
PIF 523-4808-2003

Romanticism ..................................................................... $45 per person
Sculpture in Modern and Contemporary Art .............. $45 per person
The 2020 Elections in Our Painfully Divided
U.S. of A. ............................................................................ $45 per person

Abraham’s Heirs: Medieval Jewish-Christian
Relations ........................................................................... $45 per person
American Civil War We Ought to Remember............... $45 per person
Beginning Drawing........................................................... $45 per person
The Breakup of Yugoslavia and Shaping the
New Europe ...................................................................... $45 per person
Broadway Musicals from the Movies ........................... $45 per person
Cruising the Rivers and Canals of Europe .................... $45 per person
Exploring Contemplative Practices ............................... $45 per person
Food for Thought: Writing Autobiographical
Narratives You Can Taste ................................................ $45 per person
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Famine, Plague,
War and Death in 14th-Century Europe ....................... $45 per person
The Hero’s Underworld Journey .................................... $45 per person
Hip Hop for Baby Boomers ............................................ $45 per person
History of China and Its Place in the World ................. $45 per person
History of Great Britain: From Prehistoric
Times Through 1066 AD ................................................. $45 per person
Holy War: History of the Crusades ................................ $45 per person
Humanitarian Crisis in International Affairs ............... $45 per person
Marie-Antoinette, Headstrong or Headless? ............... $45 per person
Masterpieces of Impressionist Painting ....................... $45 per person

The Breakup of Yugoslavia and Shaping the
New Europe ...................................................................... $45 per person
The News: Fake, Real, Unreal or Something
In Between ........................................................................ $45 per person
The Screen Passion of Arthur Penn............................... $45 per person
U.S. Presidents and Intelligence..................................... $45 per person
Women in the Bible.......................................................... $45 per person

MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR | NORMAN
COST PER COURSE IS $5
PIF 523-4808-2003

A Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Book ..................................... $5 per person
Karma .................................................................................. $5 per person
Literature, Character and Identity .................................. $5 per person
Stories from Prison: Inside the Fence, Outside
the Box................................................................................. $5 per person
The Tower of London: A Fascinating Part of
British History..................................................................... $5 per person
The Way of the Dinosaurs: Are We in a New
Mass Extinction?................................................................. $5 per person
Whence Cometh Auroras er, Aurorae? ........................... $5 per person

Medieval Western Christianity: Its History
and Practices .................................................................... $45 per person
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SENIOR SEMINARS | NORMAN

OLLI SENIOR SEMINARS 2020
SENIOR SEMINARS | OU HSC (OKC):
COST PER SESSION IS $45

POLITICS

PIF 523-4808-2003

The 2020 Elections in Our Painfully Divided U.S. of A...... $45 per person
Geologic Processes that Impact Earth History
and Humans: Plate Tectonics, Volcanoes,
Earthquakes, Tsunamis and Glaciers ................................. $45 per person
History and Impact of Film Noir .......................................... $45 per person
The News: Fake, Real, Unreal or
Something In Between ......................................................... $45 per person
Oklahoma City – Why We Are the Way We Are ................. $45 per person
U.S. Presidents and Intelligence ......................................... $45 per person
Women in Prison ................................................................... $45 per person

MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR | OKC:
COST PER SESSION IS $5
PIF 523-4808-2003

U.S. Presidents and Intelligence | $45

Ironies and Little-known Facts in American History .... $5 per person

Chris Sartorius, International and Area Studies

The Mystery of Shakespeare ........................................... $5 per person

Wednesdays | April 8–29 | 1:30–3:30 p.m.

Polar Bears and Harp Seals: The Top Predators

Sam Noble Museum | 2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman | Kerr Auditorium

and Top “Cuties” of Canada .............................................. $5 per person
This course will examine how presidents use foreign intelligence to formulate
national security strategy, pursue U.S. foreign and defense policy objectives,
and manage crises. The President of the United States is the ultimate
intelligence consumer. Each president has exhibited his own style for
consuming information. As you might expect, some presidents have used
intelligence better than others to formulate wise, sound policies in pursuit
of U.S. interests around the world. This course will examine how the U.S.
Intelligence Community produces and presents intelligence to presidents
and how receptive the president and other senior decision-makers were to
that information. We will concentrate on the historical era from the end of
World War II to the present day, the period in which our modern Intelligence
Community was created and during which it has evolved into the most
effective, capable intelligence organization in the world.
28
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POLITICS

POLITICS
sure, get the hell out of the middle! That’s where skunks and politicians get run
over and news outlets rating points are few and far between there.
Things are complicated these days. Nine brilliant lawyers sit on our Supreme
Court and often they split 5-4 on the critical issues of the day. The Congress
is almost devoid of middle men, and women, the type who previously were
counted on to patch together workable solutions. Henry Clay comes to mind.
The term “my way or the highway” is not just a clever, directional dictum; rather,
it has become a mandate, enforced with vigor by the party in power. But what
results when both parties have power, as is the situation right now? Stalemate,
stagnation, finger pointing, endless campaigning and fundraising all take center
stage.
The media, the news itself, is no longer just three middle-aged white men,
uttering almost the exact language to us and at the same time. Thirty years
ago it was the 6 p.m. segment of ABC, CBS or NBC conveying solemnly what

The News: Fake, Real, Unreal or Something In Between | $45

happened earlier in the day. No, now there are thousands of outlets, sharing

Cal Hobson

the truth as they see it and each attracting only followers who mostly agree
with them.

Mondays | March 23–April 20* | 1–3:30 p.m.
Sam Noble Museum | 2401 Chautauqua Ave., Norman | Kerr Auditorium

These days where do we get our news? Who do we trust? How much of it do

*Class will not meet April 6.

we want, in what format, through which media? Is it still used car dealers and
political hacks at the bottom of the trust meter with the clergy at the top?

As New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan liked to say, ”everybody has a

Maybe not, especially if you are Catholic.

right to their own opinions; just not their own facts.” However, in an increasingly
contentious, dangerous and divided world, the lines between opinions and

Let’s get together this coming spring to talk, listen and look. We’ll hear from

facts are easily blurred and thus fraught with confusion and misunderstanding.

wise men, and of course wise women, word smiths and TV talking heads, spin

That’s why many of us prefer to live in H. L. Mencken’s world, where he

doctors, voices perfect only for radio and faces best displayed on internet

confidently observed that “For every complex problem there is an answer that

videos. Do we know anymore the difference between babble and brilliance;

is clear, simple and wrong.” Answers like: Yes or no. Go or stop. You are with

propaganda versus piety?

us or against us. CNN versus FOX, CSPAN be damned. Those appear to be our
Thomas Jefferson did. He wrote in 1787, “Were it left to me to decide whether

options.

we should have a government without newspapers, or newspapers without a
The opposite circumstances, however, are found in the real world and are

government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.”

described with such words or phrases as: Maybe, yellow caution light, can we
negotiate. Those are words of moderation, middle of the road, compromise and

Nothing fake about that.

therefore are out of style or popularity. Get to the left or to the right but, for
30
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RELIGION

MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR

A Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Book | $5
Rhonda Taylor
Tuesday | May 5 | 9:30–11 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-2/4
It might have begun around 2400 BC with the papyrus scroll, or as the
Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh around 2000 BC, or with the Gutenberg Bible
around 1454. They have been made of clay tablets, of bamboo, of animal
hides, of wax tablets and of paper. They have taken forms ranging from
miniatures to braille text to pop-ups to one-of-a-kind-artist-creations to
digital formats. There are some that are believed to have changed the world.
What is their future in a “paperless society”? Join a dilettante’s romp through
the extraordinary life of “the book.”

Karma | $5
Haven Tobias
Tuesday | April 21 | 9:30–11 a.m.
Women in the Bible | $45

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

Jill Hicks-Keeton, Religious Studies

Room A-1

Wednesdays | April 1–22 | 12–1:30 p.m.

We’re all familiar with the bumper sticker My

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-2

Karma Ran Over Your Dogma. But, seriously
folks, your dogma flattened my karma by translating it as fate. Let’s explore

This class will feature an in-depth exploration of select famous, infamous and

the hows, whys and wherefores of karma.

unnamed women in the Bible from literary and historical perspectives.
32
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MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR

MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR

Literature, Character, and Identity | $5
Paula Moreira, Modern Languages, Literatures
and Linguistics
Tuesday | Feb. 4 | 9:30–11 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman
Room A-1
This class will talk about the impact of literature
and literary studies in everyday life by focusing on narrative and identity.
Are we to focus on what is distinctive in us or what is common to us to
understand identity? Instead of a lecture exposition, the instructor would like
everyone to participate on a variation of the Socratic method, responding to
questions as we read and interpret together a few short stories that approach
the issue: Augusto Monterroso’s “The Fly Who Dreamt to be an Eagle,” Clarice
Lispector’s “The Chicken,” and Machado de Assis’ “The Siamese Academies.”

The Tower of London: A Fascinating Part of British History | $5
Kenneth Johnson, Oklahoma Geological Survey

Stories from Prison:

Tuesday | April 7 | 9:30–11 a.m.

Inside the Fence, Outside the Box | $5

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-2/4

Joe Bogan, Ph.D., Retired Federal Prison Warden
The famed Tower of London has been the scene of some of Britain’s most
Tuesday | March 24 | 9:30–11 a.m.

dramatic and compelling history. It has been a royal residence, zoo, prison,

CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman

execution site, museum and repository for the Crown Jewels. Construction

Room A-1

was started in 1075 AD by William the Conqueror to show dominance by the
Normans over the recently conquered Anglo-Saxons. The original Tower has

In this seminar, the presenter will relate several

been improved and extended by the addition of more towers, extra buildings,

experiences he had during his 30 years working in federal prisons. Hopefully,

moats and walls, and it is now a World Heritage Site. From 1100 to 1954, more

his “inside the fence” view of a variety of prison situations and inmates will be

than 8,000 persons were imprisoned in the Tower, but only 22 were executed

interesting to class participants. Since a good story has meaning beyond the

within the Tower grounds; most executions (about 125) occurred on Tower

facts and circumstances it describes, the class will discuss any larger meaning

Hill, just outside the Tower walls. Among the more famous prisoners were:

each story may have.

four queens of England (Anne Boleyn, Catherine Howard, Lady Jane Grey,
Elizabeth I), Sir Walter Raleigh, two English princes, Guy Fawkes, and Rudolf
Hess — however, not all these prisoners were executed. Come and find out
about the ravens, the beefeaters, the Traitors’ Gate, and the fascinating
history of one of Britain’s greatest landmarks. This program is updated from
one given at OLLI in 2015.
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MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR

Whence Cometh Auroras er, Aurorae? | $5
Charles Wende, NASA
The Way of the Dinosaurs: Are We in a New Mass Extinction? | $5
Katharine Marske, Biology Department

Tuesday | March 10 | 9:30–11 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-1

Tuesday | Feb. 11 | 9:30–11 a.m.
CCE Forum Building | 1704 Asp Ave., Norman | Room A-1

From out of this world, well, at least off-planet. This lecture will begin with
the history (some personal) of the exploration of nearby “outer space” — the

36

The history of life on Earth is punctuated by five mass extinction events, or

discovery of the radiation belts surrounding the Earth (Van Allen himself

periods in which three-quarters of all living species disappeared during a very

never called them “Van Allen Belts”) — and segue to our understanding of

short interval of geological time. There is growing scientific consensus that we

a “solar wind” and then how mostly unseen activity on the sun affects our

have entered a sixth mass extinction period, and that it is largely caused by

Earth. The most striking consequence is the Northern lights, or aurora, seen

human activity. This course will explore the causes of this extinction event and

in polar regions both North and South. Yet these spectacular displays portend

learn about why certain plants and animals are more at risk. We’ll also discuss

little-known hazards and risks to us Earthlings. Could it be sleepless aurora-lit

how a global extinction event might impact our own well-being, and what past

nights in Oklahoma? Lousy weather forecasts? No satellite TV? Or something

extinctions can tell us about how the world might look in the future.

worse yet?
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OLLI CLASSES AT OU HEALTH
SCIENCES CENTER, OKC
All of OLLI’s OKC classes will take place
at the PHF Conference Center.
ABOUT THE PHF CONFERENCE CENTER
The PHF Conference Center is owned by the University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center (OUHSC) and located in the University Research Park,
which is on the southwest end of OU’s HSC campus. It is designed to meet the
highly specialized needs of the OLLI at OU program, featuring ample parking,
state-of-the-art technology, beverage services and a professional staff with a
welcoming attitude.
Located minutes from downtown Oklahoma City and adjacent to main
highways, the PHF Conference Center sits in the midst of OUHSC University

FILM
History and Impact of Film Noir | $45
Brittney Brown, English Department
Thursdays | Feb. 6–March 5* | 10:30–Noon
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC
Kairos Classroom
*Class will not meet Feb. 20.
Film noir, a crime genre with a distinctive black
and white style, appeared mostly in America
for only 20 years in the mid-20th century and has had a lasting impact on
American film. From Double Indemnity (1944) to Strangers On A Train (1951), it
engaged with some of the most important questions of modernity right after
the Great Depression and into the postwar years. This course will study film
style, literary adaptations, influences on modern films and more to explore
why film noir still resonates with audiences today.

Research Park, the heart of the city’s booming district.
The PHF Conference Center is perfect for OLLI’s ongoing expansion to OKC

HISTORY

because it can comfortably accommodate groups of various sizes for OLLI
presentations, seminars and annual events. Amenities include a dedicated

Women in Prison | $45

in-room PC, laptop ports, multi-source AV inputs (computer, DVD, cable TV,

Joe Bogan, Ph.D., Retired Federal Prison Warden

CD), high-speed internet access for presentations, wireless internet access,
high-resolution document cameras and more!

QUICK FACTS ABOUT OLLI CLASSES AT THE PHF CONFERENCE CENTER:

• The facility is close to main highways and easily accessible, making
for quick and convenient entrance and exit.
• The parking garage has ample spots and is covered, providing
members (and their cars) protection from any kind of weather.

Fridays | April 17–May 15 | 10–11:30 a.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC
Kairos Classroom
Though crime is an overwhelmingly male
phenomenon, women account for about 7% of
prison inmates in the United States today, or
about 110,000 women. This course will explore gender differences between

• All parking is provided by the OLLI at OU program.

crimes committed, sentences received, response to the punishment of

• Coffee and water will be available for all OLLI members.

imprisonment, rehabilitation of women, and the dysfunction of our current

• Building address: 655 Research Parkway, OKC, OK 73104

systems. The instructor will present theoretical views and research results

• All OLLI classes are located in suite 100, in the Kairos classroom.

on the relevant issues and what the prison experience is actually like for
inmates, as well as what it is like to work with incarcerated women from the
point of view of a former prison warden. The idea that offenders should be

For questions or more information,
38

contact our
office at
PACS.OU.EDU/OLLI
(405) 325-3488

(405) 325-3488 or olli@ou.edu.

incarcerated “AS punishment and not FOR punishment” will be explored.
PACS.OU.EDU/OLLI

(405) 325-3488
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HISTORY

HISTORY
Gusher! – The Oklahoma City Oil Field is one of the world’s giant petroleum
fields and its discovery in 1928 and development within an urban area caused
immediate friction. In this session, we hear about the early oil boom – the
Wild Mary Sudik, development of the Oklahoma City oil field and the impact
of the discovery of oil on OKC’s economy, growth and identity. Paul Lambert,
Ph.D., historian and author of several books on oil and gas history, will discuss
this influential period in Oklahoma City’s development.
Civil Rights – When most people think of the civil rights era, they think of
events that happened in the South. However, events of national importance
to civil rights movement happened right here in Oklahoma City. We will join
attorney and historian Bob Burke as we explore the atrocities, the long-fought
struggles and the victories of the civil rights era in Oklahoma City in order to
understand our culture and our laws today.

Oklahoma City – Why We Are the Way We Are | $45

Oklahoma City: The Boom, the Bust and the Bomb – “When it seemed like

Mike Adams

things couldn’t get worse, they got worse.” Oklahoma City: The Boom, the
Bust and the Bomb is a story like no other. It covers the period from the oil

Wednesdays | Feb. 5–March 4 | 1–3 p.m.

boom of the 1970s to the failure of Penn Square Bank in 1982 to the bombing

PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC | Kairos Classroom

of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in 1995… and the people who refused
to give up. Former Oklahoma City Mayor Mick Cornett produced, wrote and

The history of Oklahoma City is short and chaotic. Since its bizarre founding

directed this documentary. He will provide free copies of the movie to each

in 1889, Oklahoma City has overcome natural and man-made disasters,

participant to view before he joins us to explore how Oklahoma City’s

economic turmoil and civil unrest, always rebounding to build a better city

turbulent past helped shape its bright, flourishing future.

and quality of life. Join a series of guest speakers as we dive into a few seminal
events/periods that have molded Oklahoma City and defined the city’s DNA.

Big League City – Brian Byrnes, senior vice president, sales and marketing for
the Oklahoma City Thunder, will share the fascinating story behind the

1889: The Story of Oklahoma City’s Birth – On April 22, 1889, Oklahoma City

transformative moment when the NBA came to Oklahoma City, elevating it to

sprang to life when 10,000 citizens rushed in to stake their claim to a town

a “big league city.” Brian has been with the Thunder organization since it was

lot in Oklahoma Station. No other city can pinpoint the exact date and hour

in Seattle and was the first employee ‘on the ground’ when they relocated to

of its origin and no other city’s origin is so well documented in newsprint

OKC, giving him a unique opportunity to observe how a singular series of

and photos.

serendipitous events paired with a remarkably unified effort of a group of
perceptive investors, community leaders and city staff brought the dream of

Bob Blackburn, Ph.D., executive director of the Oklahoma Historical Society,

NBA basketball to Oklahoma City.

and Chuck Wiggins, founder and sponsor of the ‘89er Trail in downtown
Oklahoma City, will discuss the Boomer movement, the 1889 Land Run and
the early, hectic days in Oklahoma City.
40
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POLITICS

POLITICS
However, just like the unsinkable luxury liner Titanic, Secretary of State
Clinton got sunk and our world has certainly been a wild and wooly place ever
since. Enemies have become friends and friends enemies. A tweet by Trump
on a Tuesday can be contradicted on Wednesday, or earlier, and no one
blushes, least of all the President. Little Rocket Man is now in a love affair with
the Trumpster, while master manipulator Vladimir Putin jokes, or not, that
Russia will be manipulating our elections again in 2020.
Trade sanctions are imposed — willy nilly — and subpoenas are more
plentiful in D.C. than lobbyists, but not as fun or helpful. This year, the
Democrats have more than 15 candidates for president. The Republicans
offer only one real one, just the opposite of four years ago, and of course
records will be smashed for campaign money given, raised and spent.
Some of it will be green; most of it dark. Oh, and then there is the issue of
impeachment.
So, with all of that in mind, three upcoming seminars are offered for your
consideration.
1) Spring OLLI course. The Iowa Democratic caucus Feb. 3 to Super Tuesday
March 3.
2) Summer OLLI course. Later caucuses through the party conventions —
Democrats in Milwaukee, Wisconsin July 13-16 and Republicans in Charlotte,

The 2020 Elections in Our Painfully Divided U.S. of A. | $45

North Carolina Aug. 13-16.

Cal Hobson
3) Fall OLLI course. A sprint to the finish on election night, Nov. 3, 2020.
Thursdays | Feb. 20–March 12 | 1–3:30 p.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC | Symposium Room

Along with Cal Hobson’s frequently biased commentary, the class will have
a plethora of speakers, videos and handouts that will reflect the diversity,

It seems only yesterday that Cal Hobson had the opportunity to lead an OLLI

opinions and priorities of the two major parties and, as time allows, also mix

class concerning the 2016 presidential elections. As many will remember, the

in a dash of third-party thoughts.

smart money, not to mention pollsters, pundits, politicians and much of the
public, seemed confident that America would elect its first female commander-

Ready or not, want to or not, here comes the most important presidential

in-chief, Hillary Clinton. It was expected she would handily dispatch real estate

election in our nation’s history….or maybe not!

developer, game show host and multi-billionaire Donald Trump.
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POLITICS

POLITICS
Things are complicated these days. Nine brilliant lawyers sit on our Supreme
Court and often they split 5-4 on the critical issues of the day. The Congress
is almost devoid of middle men, and women, the type who previously were
counted on to patch together workable solutions. Henry Clay comes to mind.
The term “my way or the highway” is not just a clever, directional dictum; rather,
it has become a mandate, enforced with vigor by the party in power. But what
results when both parties have power, as is the situation right now? Stalemate,
stagnation, finger pointing, endless campaigning and fundraising all take center
stage.
The media, the news itself, is no longer just three middle-aged white men,
uttering almost the exact language to us and at the same time. Thirty years
ago it was the 6 p.m. segment of ABC, CBS or NBC conveying solemnly what
happened earlier in the day. No, now there are thousands of outlets, sharing

The News: Fake, Real, Unreal or Something In Between | $45

the truth as they see it and each attracting only followers who mostly agree

Cal Hobson

with them.

Thursdays | April 16–May 7 | 1–3:30 p.m.

These days where do we get our news? Who do we trust? How much of it do

PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC | Symposium Room

we want, in what format, through which media? Is it still used car dealers and
political hacks at the bottom of the trust meter with the clergy at the top?

As New York Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan liked to say, ”everybody has a

Maybe not, especially if you are Catholic.

right to their own opinions; just not their own facts.” However, in an increasingly
contentious, dangerous and divided world, the lines between opinions and

Let’s get together this coming spring to talk, listen and look. We’ll hear from

facts are easily blurred and thus fraught with confusion and misunderstanding.

wise men, and of course wise women, word smiths and TV talking heads, spin

That’s why many of us prefer to live in H. L. Mencken’s world, where he

doctors, voices perfect only for radio and faces best displayed on internet

confidently observed that “For every complex problem there is an answer that

videos. Do we know anymore the difference between babble and brilliance;

is clear, simple and wrong.” Answers like: Yes or no. Go or stop. You are with

propaganda versus piety?

us or against us. CNN versus FOX, CSPAN be damned. Those appear to be our
Thomas Jefferson did. He wrote in 1787, “Were it left to me to decide whether

options.

we should have a government without newspapers, or newspapers without a
The opposite circumstances, however, are found in the real world and are

government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.”

described with such words or phrases as: Maybe, yellow caution light, can we
negotiate. Those are words of moderation, middle of the road, compromise and

Nothing fake about that.

therefore are out of style or popularity. Get to the left or to the right but, for
sure, get the hell out of the middle! That’s where skunks and politicians get run
over and news outlets rating points are few and far between there.
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SCIENCE
Geologic Processes that Impact Earth History
and Humans: Plate Tectonics, Volcanoes,
Earthquakes, Tsunamis and Glaciers | $45
Ken Johnson
Thursdays | March 12–April 9* | 10–11:30 a.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC
Kairos Room
*Class will not meet March 19.
This Senior Seminar includes presentations on four of the geologic processes
that have had, and will have, major impacts upon life on Earth. Non-technical
discussions, illustrated with many beautiful slides — and a bit of humor —
are well-suited for the interested layperson. Come and learn more about
major geologic processes, and how they have impacted Earth history and
Oklahoma. This seminar is an update of presentations given at OLLI in 2014.
Plate tectonics, the driving force of our dynamic Earth, entails the movement

U.S. Presidents and Intelligence | $45

of seven large plates and a number of smaller plates of the Earth’s crust.

Chris Sartorius, Department of International and Area Studies

These crustal movements explain the location and intensity of most of Earth’s
volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis.

Mondays | April 6–27 | 1:30–3:30 p.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC | Symposium Room

Volcanoes are openings in the Earth’s crust that allow molten rock (lava),
volcanic ash and gases to escape to the surface. The Earth currently has

This course will examine how presidents use foreign intelligence to formulate

about 1,500 “active” volcanoes, and the United States has more than 150.

national security strategy, pursue U.S. foreign and defense policy objectives,
and manage crises. The President of the United States is the ultimate

Most large earthquakes occur at tectonic-plate boundaries and are triggered

intelligence consumer. Each president has exhibited his own style for

by movement of plates past or under each other. Earthquakes that occur

consuming information. As you might expect, some presidents have used

beneath the oceans, or in coastal areas, can generate tsunamis when large

intelligence better than others to formulate wise, sound policies in pursuit

masses of the earth are thrust up (or down) and displace large volumes of

of U.S. interests around the world. This course will examine how the U.S.

water. Waves created by water displacement move across the ocean at about

Intelligence Community produces and presents intelligence to presidents

500 miles/hour and then surge over coastal areas.

and how receptive the president and other senior decision-makers were to
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that information. We will concentrate on the historical era from the end of

Most common in the polar regions, and in many mountain areas, vast ice

World War II to the present day, the period in which our modern Intelligence

sheets and glaciers cover about 10% of Earth’s land area. While “flowing”

Community was created and during which it has evolved into the most

slowly from higher to lower elevations, glaciers have ground away at the

effective, capable intelligence organization in the world.

underlying Earth and have sculpted the landscape of the world today.
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MORNINGS WITH THE PROFESSOR
Polar Bears and Harp Seals: The Top Predators
and Top “Cuties” of Canada | $5
Ken Johnson, Oklahoma Geological Survey
Tuesday | March 3 | 10–11:30 a.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC
Kairos Classroom
Canada is home for two of the premier animals of
North America: the polar bear is the top predator, and the baby harp seal is
on top of the “cutie” list. Polar bears are 500–1,200 pounds of casual majesty.
Most of the year, they live on sea ice, hunting seals and walrus. When the ice
melts in July, they come ashore. In October and November, they gather near
Churchill, Manitoba, waiting for ice to form again on Hudson Bay; this is a
great time and place to see these wonderful animals up close (but not too
close). Harp seals give birth to their “whitecoat” pups in March on sea ice in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and abandon them after only 10 days of
motherhood. Conservation efforts in the 1970s and 1980s led to an end of the
killing of “whitecoats” for their fur. This program is updated from one given at
OLLI in 2015.

The Mystery of Shakespeare | $5
Gordon Greene
Ironies and Little-known Facts in American History | $5
Gordon Greene

Tuesday | March 31 | 9:30–11 a.m.
PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC

Tuesday | April 7 | 9:30–11 a.m.

Kairos Classroom

PHF Conference Center | 655 Research Pkwy, OKC | Kairos Classroom
Why do we know so little about the person
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Brush up on your presidential trivia and ironic facts with Gordon Greene in

believed by many to be the greatest writer in the

this fun and timely class! Forget the story about Washington’s wooden teeth

English language? How could a small-town boy with no more than a grammar

(a myth) and learn instead about his greatest fear. Which president had never

school education have earned such a reputation? Why are there no extant

held elected office or even voted in a national election? Which presidents

plays or poems in his handwriting? Why did he spell his name differently on

held high national office after their terms as president? What president had

various documents? And why do a substantial number of modern scholars

the most prophetic dream? Explore these and many other fascinating

question the authorship — if not the very literacy — of the man from

presidential ironies.

Stratford-upon-Avon?
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